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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) allows
multiple users to share a time-frequency resource block by
using different power levels. An important challenge associated
with NOMA is the selection of users that share a resource
block. This is referred to as clustering, which generally exploits
the channel disparity (i.e. distinctness) among the users. We
discuss clustering and the related resource allocation challenges
(e.g. power allocation) associated with NOMA and highlight
open problems that require further investigation. We review the
related literature on exploiting channel disparity for clustering
and resource allocation. There have been several misconceptions
regarding NOMA clustering including: 1) clustering users with
low channel disparity is detrimental, 2) similar power allocation
is disastrous for NOMA. We clarify such misunderstandings with
numerical examples.
THE CONCEPT OF MULTIPLE ACCESS
Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA)
Wireless communication as we know it is confined by two
fundamental resources: time and spectrum. Each generation
of cellular communication has made efforts to improve how
these resources are managed to improve the amount of com-
munication that can be done given a set of these resources.
This amount is limited by the interference the communicating
entities will cause to one another. A natural way to deal with
this was to split the resources in such a way that users accessed
them in an orthogonal fashion thereby avoiding interference
with one another; this is the well known concept of orthogonal
multiple access (OMA). In the second generation (2G) cellular
network, this was achieved by time division multiple access
(TDMA). TDMA involves serving different users in different
time slots, where a user would have access to the entire
frequency channel in its time slot. Another OMA technique
is frequency division multiple access (FDMA) which allows a
user to be able to communicate at any time (i.e. full access to
the time resources) by giving each user a slot of frequency
rather than access to the entire frequency resource. While
TDMA restricts a user to communicating in a particular time
slot only, FDMA allows the freedom of having the ability to
communicate at any time at the price of reduced spectrum
resources. With the fourth generation (4G) a more efficient
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technique, namely orthogonal frequency division multiple ac-
cess (OFDMA) was deployed which splits both the time and
frequency resources into a grid so that a user can be assigned
different blocks in the grid, known as time-frequency resource
blocks. This allows significantly more flexibility in resource
management by assigning time-frequency resource blocks to
users depending on 1) when they need to communicate, 2)
how much communication is required.
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
With the growing demands in data rate and ever-increasing
traffic, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has emerged
as a promising technique for the fifth generation (5G) and
beyond cellular networks [1], [2]. NOMA allows multiple
users to share a time-frequency resource block by superposing
the messages in either the power domain or the code domain.
We focus on power domain NOMA in this article which
allows multiple users to share a time-frequency resource
block by allocating different power levels for the message
of each user. This in contrast to OMA where a single user
would have access to the full power resources in its time-
frequency resource block. The price paid for the increased
communication that NOMA allows is intracell interference be-
tween the multiple users that share time-frequency resources.
NOMA employs successive interference cancellation (SuIC)
techniques to mitigate the impact of and manage this intracell
interference, so that that the messages of interest of each user
can be successfully retrieved.
In the context of NOMA, let us define the following
terminologies:
• Cluster: The set of users that share a time-frequency
resource block and communicate via NOMA over these
resources, interfering with one another in the process.
• Clustering: The process of selecting which users are
included in a particular cluster. In two-user NOMA this
is often referred to as ‘pairing’.
By carefully allocating resources to the users in a cluster,
NOMA allows us to meet very specific network requirements.
While the time-frequency resource block is a restrictive grid
in terms of what can be reaped via OMA, modifications in the
continuous power dimension via NOMA gives more flexibility.
This flexibility will be valuable in next generation networks
with their plethora of devices with varying requirements from
ultra high reliability and low latency communication (URLLC)
to low quality of service (QoS) requirements in certain internet
of things (IoT) devices, and everything in between. Typically
in NOMA, resources such as power are not allocated to the
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2users in an equal or seemingly fair manner. In fact, the concept
of SuIC requires power allocation such that decoding some
of the messages is easier than decoding others. SuIC aims
to successively decode messages in the chain. The decoded
message is then subtracted from the remaining signal, and the
next message in the chain is decoded. Accordingly, resources
are allocated such that messages that need to be decoded
first in the chain are easier to decode since decoding each
subsequent message depends on the success of decoding the
preceding messages.
1) Downlink NOMA: In the downlink, resources are allo-
cated such that decoding the message of a weaker user is easier
than decoding the message of a stronger user. In the two-user
NOMA scenario, this can be done by allocating messages of
the weaker user higher power and/or lower target rate, and vice
versa for the stronger user. This way the weak user with its
poor channel will be aided in decoding its message easily. The
strong user on the other hand, will first decode the message of
the weaker user, subtract it from the signal and then decode
its own message. Although the message of the strong user is
harder to decode, since it has a good channel, it will be able
to afford doing this. This concept is extended to the scenario
where more than two users share one time-frequency resource
block; each user decodes the messages of all weaker users and
treats the messages of all stronger users as noise.
2) Uplink NOMA: In the uplink, on the other hand, de-
coding takes place at one receiver, i.e. the base station (BS).
Since SuIC entails decoding the easier-to-decode message
first1, simple fixed power transmissions by the users could
be used. The BS would begin by decoding the message of the
strongest user first in this case, as it would have the best signal
due to its best channel. Then messages of the remaining users
would be successively decoded in order of their channel and
consequently signal strength, with the weakest user’s message
being decoded last.
Hence, due to SuIC, decoding the message of a user in
NOMA, unlike OMA, becomes a joint event. Clearly, em-
ploying SuIC implies there is a need to rank users in terms
of some measure of channel conditions or strength; this is
referred to as user ordering in NOMA. There are multiple ways
to decide what makes a user stronger or weaker than another.
A technique frequently used in the literature is ordering users
based on the distance to the serving BS, i.e. link distance
[3]–[5]. Other techniques take into account variables such as
fading, noise and intercell interference [2], [4], [6], [7].
Going from Single-Cell to Multi-Cell NOMA: Large-Scale
NOMA
The idea behind employing OMA was to completely miti-
gate the interference between the users being served by a BS.
However, interference from the rest of the network, i.e. outside
of the cell of interest, still exists; this is referred to as intercell
interference. With the increased network densification, inter-
cell interference will be a dominant source of interference for
1While decoding the easiest message first is the smart strategy, it is not
mandatory. In fact, SuIC in both the uplink and downlink can be done in any
random order; however, the performance quality would suffer.
NOMA, despite the presence of intracell interference which
is inherent to NOMA [8]. Therefore, it is crucial to study
the impact of intercell interference in the evaluation of large-
scale NOMA systems and develop methods to mitigate the
intercell interference. Techniques such as stochastic geometry
tools have been shown to be instrumental to analyze large-
scale NOMA systems [3], [4], [9]–[12].
CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH NOMA
Some of the fundamental challenges associated with NOMA
include: determining the user clustering, cluster size, user
ordering, cluster objective, and resource allocation. It is im-
portant to note that these challenges may be intertwined. Addi-
tionally, there is no particular order in which these challenges
need to be addressed for a NOMA setup, and the order in
which they are addressed impacts the decisions made. Since
this article focuses on clustering, we highlight the impact of
clustering on each of the other challenges.
User Clustering
Two challenges associated with user clustering are: 1)
choosing the area(s) from within which users for a cluster
will be selected, i.e. spatial restriction on NOMA operation
2) channel disparity restrictions, if any, between the users in
a cluster. Note that since NOMA requires sharing a resource
block with users served by the same BS, selecting users from
all over the Voronoi cell is an intrinsic spatial restriction. Of
course more stringent restrictions can be applied.
Despite its importance, user clustering in NOMA has been
a quite lightly touched subject and there are not many explicit
studies on this in the literature particularly in the context of
large networks. Often works on NOMA attempt to address
both of these factors by using simple clustering techniques
such as a disk and an annulus surrounding it with fixed radii for
the two-user NOMA case [13]. This in a way imposes a spatial
restriction on the users and if the annulus and central disk do
not share a boundary, introduces a minimum channel disparity
in terms of a minimum distance between the users in the two
areas. Other techniques to address the first challenge include
the commonly used approach of having users distributed
uniformly in the cell and selecting users in a cluster arbitrarily
at random [12]. In [9], the authors select NOMA users by
selecting users from within a disk of a fixed radius around each
BS; however, this risks not having nearest BS association. In
[3], [4], the authors introduce a more sophisticated clustering
technique which restricts selecting NOMA users from a disk
around the BS where the size of the disk varies with intercell
interference conditions, guaranteeing that it lies inside the
Voronoi cell. In [4], three schemes that restrict clustering to
improve interference conditions are shown to further improve
network performance. The works in [3], [4], [9], [12] use
ordered distance or large-scale channel strength distributions
to account for the impact of variations in channel disparity
and study average network performance of large networks.
Hence, although they take into account channel disparity in
their assessment, they do not address the second challenge
related to user clustering explicitly. In [10], two-user downlink
3NOMA is studied and the second challenge is addressed by
studying a clustering technique where users are selected such
that the strong user has SINR above threshold T1, while the
weak user has SINR below threshold T2, where T1 ≥ T2. This
ensures a certain minimum channel disparity in terms of the
difference T1 − T2 between the SINRs of the two users.
In regards to the channel disparity restrictions associated
with the user clustering process, it is important to emphasize
that quantifying channel disparity is not trivial. In fact, it is
even complicated to define what the true channel disparity is;
it needs to account for the difference in channel strength and
conditions of the users sharing a resource block. It should be
noted that the channel disparity measure does not have to be
based on the same measure of channel strength being used for
user ordering. Additionally, more often than not, the impact of
spatial restrictions and channel disparity can be intertwined.
This is an open area of research which is still not very well
defined.
Cluster Size
A number of works on NOMA focus on the simple two-
user NOMA case where only two users share a time-frequency
resource block. This may not necessarily be the optimum
approach. NOMA is promoted for a number of services such
as IoT where the data rate requirements may not be too high
but a very large number of devices may need to be served.
In such a situation, a larger number of users can exploit
the time-frequency resource block and meet their data rate
requirements. In [4], the existence of optimum cluster sizes
that maximize the sum-rate of the cluster subject to both a
QoS requirement and a symmetric rate requirement are shown.
Additionally, it is shown that the available resources are able
to support a maximum cluster size given the requirements.
In a more flexible setting, the maximum cluster size that
can be supported as well as the optimum cluster size would
change depending on the network requirements and goals. It
is an important area to explore particularly in light of the
increase in demand of low latency communication as well as
communication with variable reliability requirements. Hence,
determining the cluster size not only depends on the network
conditions such as interference and SuIC efficiency, but needs
to take into account the network objective. Also, note that,
for clustering, the spatial and channel disparity restrictions
can reduce the number of available users to select from and
thus can result in the selection of smaller clusters. Currently,
there is plenty of room to investigate the interplay between
clustering and cluster size.
User Ordering
As has been mentioned earlier, SuIC requires ranking of
users in some order, generally based on some measure of
channel strength. In theory, the users in a cluster can be
ordered arbitrarily at random and resource allocation followed
by SuIC can be done based on this order; however, such
ordering will most likely result in severely compromised
performance. This is because SuIC is intended to exploit the
channel difference in such a way that in the downlink users
with good channels do more “work” decoding their message
than users with worse channels. Similarly, in the uplink the
BS does more work in decoding the messages coming from
users with weaker channels than users with better channels.
Hence, ordering users based on a sensible measure of channel
strength is important for enhancing the performance of SuIC.
As has been mentioned in the previous section, one of the
most common user ordering techniques is based on the link
distance. Although simple, it is quite an effective technique
since this distance has one of the most significant impacts
on the signal portion of the SINR and consequently on
performance. Other ordering techniques that take into account
variables such as fading, intercell interference, and noise have
also been used in the literature. One technique that incorpo-
rates more information than the link distance based is ranking
according to the total received signal-to-intercell-interference-
and-noise ratio. Although one may be inclined to think that an
ordering technique that incorporates more channel information
would always result in superior performance, it is shown in [4]
that this is not always the case due to the nature of SuIC. While
there are areas of the rate region, where the latter outperformed
the former in terms of performance, the link distance-based
ordering was superior in other areas. The existence of an
optimum ordering technique is an open problem. In fact,
it is currently not even known if there exists an optimum
ordering technique, or if this varies with network conditions
and objectives.
It should be noted that if the order of the users is known
ahead of clustering, the knowledge of the rank and quality of
the users can be used in the clustering process. For instance,
the measure of channel strength can be used to put channel
disparity restrictions on the NOMA users to be selected.
Similarly, quality-based restrictions can be placed on the users
to be selected in a cluster. The impact of user ordering on
clustering is an interesting direction for future work.
Cluster Objective
Defining an explicit cluster objective naturally depends on
the goal of the network or cluster but it can also vary with
the network conditions. Often a number of goals with varying
flexibility are anticipated to be met. In such a situation,
optimizing the cluster objective to meet these requirements in
the best possible way can become complex. Since addressing
each challenge associated with NOMA does not have to be
done in a particular order, it becomes more complicated to
decide, for instance, if the cluster objective should be decided
after selecting a cluster size or vice versa, as the performance
that results will be different. It is not just deciding whether to
serve a larger number of users with lower QoS or a smaller
number of users with higher QoS, but also prioritizing the
tradeoff between sum-rate and user QoS. Additionally, the net-
work conditions play a role on performance and may require
reevaluating these decisions. In a similar manner, clustering
and determining the cluster objective impact one another.
Having selected which users are in a cluster may require
altering the objective according to the needs of the users.
Similarly, selecting a cluster based on an objective function
4may affect which users can be considered. For instance, very
weak users would be removed from the pool of potential
candidates if the minimum QoS constraint required by the
objective is too high.
Resource Allocation
Resource allocation for NOMA refers to the power given
to the messages of the users sharing a resource block. When
fixed-rate transmissions are used, deciding the target-rate of
each message is also included in the resource allocation
process. While it makes sense to allocate resources in a
manner that allots higher power and/or lower target rate to the
messages of users that need to be decoded first in the SuIC
chain (making them easier to decode), it is not compulsory. In
fact, the rate region is made up of every possible combination
of resources allocated to each user. That said, the importance
of careful resource allocation needs to be emphasized. A
condition called the NOMA necessary condition for coverage
is introduced in [3], [4] which shows that certain combinations
of the allocated resources, because of the nature of SuIC,
cause guaranteed outage. Even when this condition is satis-
fied, careful/smart resource allocation is crucial for improving
performance; optimum resource allocation results in operating
at the boundary of the rate region.
A number of works on NOMA in the literature assume
fixed resource allocation; however, this results in far from
optimum performance. Optimum resource allocation in the
context of a large network is a challenging problem to solve.
The optimization problem to be solved of course varies with
the cluster and network objectives; hence, prior clustering
can also impact resource allocation. Often the problems are
non-convex and an exhaustive search is required to solve
them. A number of works resort to suboptimum solutions
for these problems as an exhaustive search can become very
tedious very fast as the cluster size grows. Consideration
of multiple antenna techniques brings additional complexity
to the problem. Resource allocation for NOMA is an open
problem for the next generation cellular networks using large
number of antennas for radio transmission [5].
It should also be mentioned that while a number of works on
NOMA focus on and study one resource block, it is important
to realize that clustering, by definition, means deciding which
users are selected to operate in a certain resource block. There
have been works that include channel assignment selection, in
terms of resource block selection, in their resource allocation
in a single cell setup [14]. While taking channel assignment
into account improves the quality of clustering, it significantly
complicates the resource allocation problem; hence, there is a
trade-off between complexity and performance.
CHANNEL DISPARITY AND USER CLUSTERING IN NOMA:
A CLOSER LOOK
Existing Literature on the Impact of Channel Disparity on
NOMA Clustering
The impact of channel disparity explicitly, particularly in the
context of large networks, has not been investigated enough.
In this subsection we highlight some of the existing contribu-
tions; note that while these works do not explicitly measure
performance against channel disparity, they take the first step
by comparing more and less disparate clustering. The works in
[10], [11] make an effort to compare the impact of random user
selection from all over the cell (i.e. no restriction on clustering
users in a cell) against more ‘selective clustering’ in large
networks. The selective clustering of [10] places a minimum
channel disparity restriction in terms of the SINR between the
selected users. The selective clustering in [11], on the other
hand, places spatial restriction by guaranteeing that the users
are selected from the largest disk centred at the BS that is
guaranteed to be inside in the Voronoi cell, thus guaranteeing
a certain channel quality of users. It should be noted that
the two works emphasize different selective clustering; while
[10] promotes selective clustering of users with higher channel
disparity, [11] promotes selective clustering of users with
lower channel disparity but overall better channel conditions.
Both works show that their selective clustering outperforms the
case where users are selected uniformly at random from all
over the cell which is contradictory. It should be noted that [10]
uses fixed power allocation while [11] uses optimum resource
allocation. We believe this contradiction occurs because the
work in [10] does clustering after resource allocation; thus,
selecting users with a certain minimum channel disparity in
this setup may be superior to selecting users at random without
any restriction; however, it cannot be generalized to setups
with other fixed resource allocation values or when clustering
is done prior to resource allocation.
In [15], two-user downlink NOMA in a single cell setup is
considered. Multiple users are available to select the NOMA
pair from. The authors show that under fixed transmit powers
(F-NOMA), having a higher channel disparity between the two
users results in a better performance. They also show that in a
cognitive radio inspired NOMA setup (CR-NOMA), where the
weak user must attain QoS and the strong user can access the
remaining resources, having lower channel disparity is more
beneficial. We would like to highlight that this may be the case
for F-NOMA because the power allocation is not optimum
given the channel conditions of the users.
On Myths in NOMA Clustering
There is a common myth (or misunderstanding) that em-
ploying NOMA in a manner that allows users with similar
channel strengths, i.e. low channel disparity, to share a re-
source block will be dangerously detrimental for performance.
Often, the rationale behind this misconception is that when
users with similar channel strengths employ NOMA, the power
allocation will be very similar which will lead to very poor
SuIC. To elaborate on this, in the two-user NOMA case,
roughly equal power allocation will make it difficult for both
the strong and weak user to decode the message of the weak
user, due to very large intracell interference, causing them to
be in outage. In fact, a number of works promote NOMA
for users that have very large channel disparity between them
under the assumption that they will make a ‘good pair’.
However, this may not be necessarily true. Although having a
5very high channel disparity leads to very high powers being
allocated to the weak user which does make decoding the weak
user’s message very easy, a trade off exists for the strong user
between having power to decode the weak user’s message
easily and having power for enhancing its rate. As we will
show, when channel disparity is low, similar power allocation
does not become a bottleneck for coverage.
NOMA is intended to serve multiple users in a resource
block. However, these users need to be strong enough to share
a resource block. As such, increasing channel disparity beyond
a point makes the weak users too weak defeating the purpose
of NOMA which is service of multiple users, including weak
users, in this resource block. Under such circumstances, the
very weak user is better off employing OMA or even tech-
niques such as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmissions.
In terms of sum-rate, in the two-user case, for example, two
strong users will do much better than one strong and one weak
user. This is simply because each strong user has a better
channel and can therefore exploit any given resources more
than a weaker user.
Unveiling the Realities With NOMA Clustering: Numerical
Examples
We consider two-user downlink NOMA in a large network
where the BSs are distributed according to a Poisson point
process. We denote the distance between the serving BS and
the nearest interfering BS by ρ. The link distance of the strong
user is fixed to ρ/4 in any random orientation. The weak user’s
distance is increased from ρ/4 in random orientations, while
ensuring that the weak user is also inside the cell. Simulations
are repeated 100,000 times. Note that in such a setup, weak
users with link distance upto ρ/2 are guaranteed to be inside
the cell as this is the distance to the nearest cell edge from the
BS. We measure channel disparity between the two users in
terms of the ratio of the link distance of the weak user to the
strong user; hence, it increases from 1. A QoS-constrained
system is considered and we assume a total power budget
of 1. We consider two set ups: the first set up attempts to
maximize sum rate; as a result, power allocation is such that
the minimum power required to attain QoS for the weak user
is allocated and the remaining power is given to the strong
user to maximize its rate; and the second set up only attains
QoS for each user using the minimum required power.
For the first set up, Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c plot the rates attained
by the users, the powers allocated to the users, and the per-
centage of realizations that have successful transmissions with
increasing channel disparity, respectively, for three different
QoS requirements. As anticipated, we observe in Fig. 1b that
the power allocated to the weak user increases with channel
disparity, and accordingly the fraction of power left for the
strong user decreases with disparity. A number of important
observations and insights are listed below:
• The rate of the strong user decreases as channel disparity
increases at first since less power is left for the strong
user. This negates the proposition that increasing channel
disparity always improves performance and is therefore
always beneficial to NOMA.
• The maximum performance in terms of highest rate of
the strong user is achieved when channel disparity is at
its lowest, i.e., the two users have very similar channel
conditions.
• When QoS is log(1+0.9), the lowest disparity also results
in equivalent power allocation and we still observe max-
imum performance showing that equal power allocation
when the two users have very low channel disparity is
not detrimental to performance.
• The percentage of realizations that have successful trans-
missions decreases significantly with channel disparity.
In the considered setups, channel disparity is conditioned
on link distances; when it is low, link distances of the
users are already good so transmission failures are due
to variables such as fading2. However, at high channel
disparity, link distances are already bad so successful
transmissions occur only when fading is very good.
• Performance does not decrease monotonically with chan-
nel disparity; in fact, when channel disparity is very high,
the rate of the strong user increases again. This is be-
cause high disparity corresponds to the fewer realizations
with very good fading conditions and therefore channel
quality; the transmissions that occur during these good
conditions therefore result in better rates.
• Although high channel disparity may not result in the
worst rates, the percentage of successful transmissions
under these conditions is very low; the effective rates
under such circumstances may thus be very low.
• The percentage of successful transmissions decreases as
QoS increases and at higher QoS, the rate of decrease
is also higher. This is because attaining a higher QoS is
more difficult, making communication more sensitive to
bad fading conditions and therefore more prone to outage.
In Fig. 2a and 2b, we plot the powers allocated to the
users and percentage of realizations that have successful
transmissions as channel disparity increases, respectively, for
the second setup. We do not plot the attained rates of the users
as each simply attains the QoS. The rationale behind plotting
Fig. 2a is to show what fraction of power the strong user
requires in order to attain just the QoS. This is unlike Fig. 1
where it uses all of the remaining power to maximize its rate.
While one would anticipate that the power required by the
strong user should be constant as its link distance is fixed and
its performance should therefore not be affected by channel
disparity, we observe that this is not the case. The power of the
strong user decreases with channel disparity. This again occurs
because increasing channel disparity corresponds to successful
transmissions that have improving fading conditions; lower
power is therefore required by the strong user to attain QoS.
The weak user’s required power, as expected, grows with in-
creasing channel disparity because factors such as link distance
are still the bottleneck for attaining QoS even though fading
conditions are better in the successful transmissions at high
channel disparity. It should also be noted that in this setup,
2This is also why when channel disparity is between 1 and 2, where both
users are always guaranteed to be in the cell, 100% successful transmissions
are not observed in Fig. 1c, highlighting the impact of deep fades.
6the goal is to obtain the same QoS for the two users. Hence,
selecting NOMA users that have lower channel disparity to
share a resource block leaves behind more resources (i.e. more
power) to either spend on improving the performance of one
or both of the users, or to add additional users to the system.
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(c) Percentage of cells that can attain a size corresponding to the
channel disparity.
Fig. 1: A two-user downlink NOMA setup. The system maximizes
sum rate subject to a QoS constraint of log(1+ θ) and power budget
of 1. QoS constraints corresponding to θ values of 0.5, 0.9, and 1 are
compared using dashed, dash-dotted, and solid lines, respectively.
It should also be highlighted that since intercell interference
impacts the SINR and therefore the quality of the user, the
disparity between users reduces substantially with increasing
traffic. This in turn affects resource allocation and performance
of all the users. The impact of intercell interference is shown
explicitly in Fig. 5 of [8] where a notable reduction in the
discrepancy between power allocated to each user is observed
when intercell interference is considered versus when it is not.
This implies that the channel conditions of the users become
similar in high traffic scenarios. Using a more discrepant
power allocation in such a situation would deteriorate perfor-
mance drastically as shown in Fig. 1 of [8]; thus highlighting
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(b) Percentage of cells that can attain a size corresponding to the
channel disparity.
Fig. 2: A two-user downlink NOMA setup. The system attains the
QoS constraint of log(1 + 2) for each user without exceeding the
power budget of 1.
again that having similar power allocation does not mean that
performance will deteriorate.
On Employing NOMA When Channel Disparity is High
Employing NOMA for users with high channel disparity can
still be desirable if the goal is to help weaker users achieve
better rates via transmissions, albeit shared, over multiple
resource blocks. However, this is to improve a goal such as the
sum-rate of very weak users over multiple resource blocks; in
one resource block, such users are better off employing OMA.
Employing NOMA in such a manner may be of interest to
maximize efficiency given the type of users available.
Additionally, employing NOMA for users with high channel
disparity is also of interest when QoS is flexible and there are
enough power resources. In such a situation, the target rates
for weak users can be chosen accordingly so that they do not
become the bottleneck for power consumption. In this way, the
weak users with low target rates can be clustered with much
stronger users. With the very wide variety of IoT devices that
are to be deployed in next generation networks, NOMA would
therefore be useful.
CONCLUSION
We have given a brief overview of multiple access tech-
niques in cellular systems while focusing on NOMA. We
have discussed important challenges associated with NOMA
emphasizing on the clustering problem. We have examined
how the challenges are intertwined and particularly empha-
sized the impact of clustering on each. We have highlighted
7some open problems in this context. We have reviewed the
existing literature on exploiting channel disparity in NOMA
clustering. We have shown through numerical illustrations
that the misunderstandings that: 1) clustering users with low
channel disparity is detrimental, 2) similar power allocation is
detrimental for NOMA, are incorrect.
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